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Snom MeetingPoint Extended Microphone

Product Name: Snom MeetingPoint Extended Microphone

Manufacturer: Snom

Model Number: MP-Mic

snom MeetingPoint Conference Phone
The snom MeetingPoint Conference Phone is the perfect solution for anybody who makes
frequent cross-location consultations. The snom MeetingPoint is the only SIP conference phone
that allows you to use Microsoft Office Communication Server 2007 R2 and Standard SIP
accounts in one conference phone.
snom MeetingPoint Key Features

ï¿½ Full duplex broadband sound technology  
ï¿½ 3-way conference calls 
ï¿½ Recording range up to 30 m&sup2; room area or 10 participants  
ï¿½ Simultaneous access to internal and external telephone books (LDAP)  
ï¿½ Connection for add-on microphones for a larger recording range 
ï¿½ Multiple SIP registrations 

With the  snom MeetingPoint, you are able to allow for a total of  four parties to participate in the
phone conference from different locations all over the world. This helps minimise time wasting and
cuts costs. The snom MeetingPoint is perfect for use in medium to large conference rooms.
As result of the reliable suppression of disturbing background noise and its excellent sound quality
you can hold your telephone conferences in large groups of up to 10 persons without affecting the
intelligibility of the call.
snom MeetingPoint Conference Phone - Technical Specifications
General Information

ï¿½ Size: Diameter: 240 mm, Height: 77 mm 
ï¿½ Display: Background-lit graphical LCD,128x64 pixels 
ï¿½ Weight: 1kg 
ï¿½ Colour: black 
ï¿½ Keypad: alphanumeric 0-9, *, #, dial, hang up, mute, increase volume, menu, conference,
recording, volume control, 5 keys for navigation in the menu system 
ï¿½ Microphone: circular (360&deg;) recording characteristics 
ï¿½ Reception range: up to 30 m&sup2;, &lt; 10 persons 
ï¿½ Speaker: Frequency range: 150-15000 Hz playback 
ï¿½ Volume: 90 db SPl 0.5m. Equaliser function 
ï¿½ Anti-theft protection: Kensington security slot 

Connections

ï¿½ Network connection: 1xRJ-45 
ï¿½ Power: PoE 10/100MBit
ï¿½  External Power adapter 100-240 VAC/14 VDC 
ï¿½ External microphones: modular 4/4 possible 

Conditions

ï¿½  Temperature: 5&deg;&ndash;40&deg; Celcius 
ï¿½ Air humidity: 20&ndash;80% 
ï¿½ Reverberation time: 0.5 S Rt 60 
ï¿½ Background noise: 45 dbA 

Standards
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ï¿½ Telecom: TBR21, 47 CFR part 68/Tia, IC CS-03 Issue 1999/01/01
ï¿½  EMC: EN301 489-1,3 EN300 220-1,2 FCC subpart B and C 
ï¿½ Electrical safety: UL 60950-1, EN 60950-1:200 

Price: £130.90
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